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In this paper we apply the semiclassical method based on the Feynman path integral formalism to sub-barrier
fusion of heavy nuclei. Cross sections are calculated and compared to experimental data and to coupled-
channel calculations for different mass systems:32S124Mg, 58Ni164Ni, and 16O1208Pb. The semiclassical
method and coupled-channel calculations give comparable results. It is found that the coupling produces a
renormalization of the barrier that is responsible for the enhancement of sub-barrier fusion cross sections and
a dissipative force along the classical tunneling path.



















































Sub-barrier fusion of heavy ions has motivated ma
theoretical and experimental investigations in the years s
the observation of a large enhancement of experimenta
sion cross sections with respect to the predictions of the o
dimensional barrier penetration model@1#. Significant isoto-
pic effects for different projectile and target combinations
sub-barrier fusion cross sections have also been observe@2#.
Different theoretical models, which include additional d
grees of freedom of the fusing system, have been elabor
to explain these observations. Among the main ones ar~i!
deformed or vibrating potential models@3,4#; ~ii ! optical po-
tential models in which a part of the imaginary potential
associated to fusion@5#; ~iii ! coupled-channel models i
which the excited states of each nucleus are treated in a
quantum mechanical way leading to the solution of a se
coupled Schro¨dinger equations@6#; ~iv! approximations
based on the Feynman path-integral method, in which
effect of additional degrees of freedom on the relative m
tion is formulated in the influence functional formalis
@7,8#; ~v! models which invoke collective phenomena as n
tron flow or neck formation@9,10#. Coupled-channel model
are in principle well founded and accurate for treating m
tidimensional tunneling, the input required is only the lev
scheme and some properties of the relevant excited stat
the fusing nuclei together with optical potentials and fo
factors fitted to experimental cross sections. However,
practice only a few inelastic states can be included in
calculations due to the fast increase of computing time w
the number of coupled states and to numerical instabili
arising in large sets of coupled equations@11,12#. Moreover
when one wants to include degrees of freedom of a v
different nature as transfer or deep inelastic reactions,
problem becomes quite difficult to solve by numeric
coupled-channel methods because of the nonorthogon
and different range of excitation energies of the chan
states. This severely limits in practice the number of ch



























nels that can be treated simultaneously. In the path inte
method, however, each different degree of freedom gives
independent contribution to the influence functional. In ad
tion, the computational efforts grow slowly with the dimen
sionality of the system. This makes the path integral meth
convenient to treat on the same footing single nucleus e
tations and complex mechanisms as transfer or deep ine
tic. Thus the path integral method, although insufficien
developed, offers good possibilities for studying fusio
coupled to degrees of freedom of a very different natu
Some analytical results have been obtained in the litera
@8,13#, but to our knowledge either realistic numerical calc
lations of cross sections or comparisons to other method
evaluate the real power of this method do not exist. T
purpose of this paper is to present detailed numerical ca
lations of sub-barrier fusion cross sections based on the
fluence functional formalism for some different system
(32S1 24Mg, 58Ni1 64Ni, and 16O1 208Pb! for which there
exist measurements of both elastic and fusion cross secti
Our results are compared to experimental data and to ca
lations performed with the widely employed simplifie
coupled-channel codeCCFUS@14#. We also discuss such fea
tures of the coupled-tunneling process as adiabaticity,
effect of coupling before entrance into the barrier, and dis
pative reflections of the trajectory under the barrier.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
We consider in this paper only inelastic excitations, whi
we assume to be well described by harmonic oscillators t
form the ‘‘intrinsic’’ system. This system is linearly couple
to the nucleus-nucleus relative motion coordinateR, called
‘‘collective.’’We consider in the calculations of the influenc
functional the effects of the coupling before tunneling, whi
we account for by the intrinsic state of the fusing system
the entrance of the barrier.
We give below the expressions for only one oscillato
those for several oscillators are obtained by a simple ad
tion. The Hamiltonian for the intrinsic coupled system is
H int5\va











1846 53NADIA YAHLALI, JOSÉ DIAZ, AND TAKLIT SAMIwheres is the deformation length of the excited state@28#
and f (R) the coupling form factor. The time-evolution op
erator of the intrinsic system can be cast in the form@17#
Û~ t,0!5e2 ia
1avteA~ t !e2B* ~ t !a
1






f @R~ t8!#e2 ivt8dt8,









The intrinsic state of the system at very large radial distan
is the vacuum stateu0& which is the direct product of the
ground states of both nuclei. When the nuclei approa
within the range of the coupling form factor, the intrins
system couples to the radial motion. The intrinsic state a
given timet is then given by










f @R~ t8!#eivt8dt8. ~5!
It is seen that an intrinsic state coupled linearly evolves
a coherent state@15,16# when the nuclei approach the barrie
It is this coherent state which undergoes tunneling when
nuclei reach the external turning point of the barrier.
The vanishing of the coupling when the nuclei are f
away allows us to rewritea(t) at the external barrierRE as
an adiabatic value and a shift from adiabaticity,
a i5a iad1g, ~6!
where the adiabatic parametera iad and the shift from adia-













In the adiabatic process, the intrinsic system is coupled to
relative motion but remains in the ground state. We neg
the shiftg, and assume that at the entrance of the barrier





which reduces to the usual ground state fora i50. The in-
clusive influence functional is determined by using the co
pleteness relation of the coherent states@15,16# and the
imaginary time procedure for tunneling@7#. The penetrability
is calculated along the classical trajectory obtained by so


















where the forceF(t) is given by
F~t!52
s2
















vt1dt1G1sa i S d fdRD
t
3~e2vt1ev~t22u!!, ~11!
wherem is the reduced mass of the system andu the tunnel-
ing time along the classical trajectory. Integrating by pa











The forceFD(t) is given by
FD~t!5
s2


















It appears from Eq.~12! that the coupling of the nuclea
degrees of freedom to the relative motion has two effects~i!
a renormalization of the barrier proportional to the inverse
the excitation energy of the state;~ii ! the action along the
dominant path of a non-Markovian forceFD(t) that is in
general of dissipative character. The penetrability of the b
rier for a given energyE in the center of mass is given b
@18#
P~E!5PR~E!•Ph~E!, ~15!
wherePR(E) is the contribution to the penetrability alon
the classical path obtained by solving Eqs.~10! and~12! and
Ph(E) is the contribution of fluctuations of the trajector
around the classical path, which is not considered in t
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0
uFmṘ22 1U~R!
1WR~t!2EGdt\ D , ~16!











1s f @R~t!#~e2vt1ev~t22u!!…. ~17!




k2(l ~2l 11!Pl ~E!, ~18!
wherek is the asymptotic momentum. In the present calc
lations we evaluate quantitatively the effect on the su
barrier fusion cross section of the renormalization of the b
rier and the forceFD separately. We calculate first the fusio
cross sections using the Hill-Wheeler formula for the pe






eff is the height of the effective barrier and\Veff its
curvature. To calculate the classical path we have num
cally solved Eq.~10! by the Runge-Kutta method of fourth
order. As the equation is an integro-differential one, with t
force depending on the solution for the trajectory, we ha
used a self-consistent procedure, taking the trajectory wi
vanishing force as the initial solution. We have found that t
iterative process converges rapidly and usually five or few
iterations are needed. The external turning point has b
taken as the solution ofV(R)5E, but due to the dissipation
of the energy along the tunneling trajectory, the internal tu
ing point differs from that of the classical trajectory witho
dissipation and has been taken as the point at which
velocity vanishes. This procedure has been done for e
partial wave, stopping the calculations when the penetrab
becomes negligible. In our calculations of the penetrabiliti
we have considered the multiple reflections of the traject
under the barrier by using the uniform approximation for t





For the dissipative case with which we are concerned,
action at each reflection can be different due to dissipat
and numerical integration along every one of the possi
multiple-reflection trajectories should be performed to ta


























the reflected dissipative trajectories have very close valu
and we use the above formula to obtain a first-order quan
tative evaluation.
III. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL
TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In order to compare the results of this model to othe
models and to experimental data we have chosen so
nuclear systems for which there are available data of elas
and fusion cross sections simultaneously. The nuclear part
the interaction potentialV(R) in Eq. ~10! has been taken as






with parameters fitted to the elastic cross sections with t
codeECIS @20#. The systems chosen have been32S1 24Mg
@21,22#, 16O1 208Pb @23,24#, and 58Ni1 64Ni @25,27#. The
parameters of the Woods-Saxon potential for the three s
tems are given in Table I. The coupling form factorf (R) has
been taken as the derivative of the Woods-Saxon poten













whereZP ,ZT are the charges of the projectile and target,l
the spin of the excited state, andRC the equilibrium radius of
the charge density. The coefficients takes into account the
bR scaling @26,28# which requires the nuclear and electro
magnetic deformation lengths to be equal. The coupling p






and the nuclear deformation parameters have been obtai
from the electromagnetic onesbl @21,29,30# by bR scaling.
The excited states considered for each nucleus and their
spective deformation parameters are given in Table II.
At energies above the barrierVB
0 , the penetrabilities have
been calculated without taking the coupling into account, b
TABLE I. Parameters of the optical potential for the differen
systems.
System V0 ~MeV! r V ~fm! aV ~fm!
32S124Mg 340.47 1.010 0.598
16O1208Pb 37.66 1.290 0.361












1848 53NADIA YAHLALI, JOSÉ DIAZ, AND TAKLIT SAMImeans of the Hill-Wheeler formula with the heightVB
0 and
curvature\V0 of the bare barrier.
We have found that at sub-barrier energies the imaginar
time method for tunneling breaks down when we move t
energies very close to the barrier, typically between the ad
batic and bare barriers. The barrier width has very sma
values at these energies, usually less than one fermi, and
penetrabilities calculated from classical trajectories have u
physical values. This is due to the fact that the influenc
potential makes the barrier lower than the incident energy.
tackle this problem we have taken the penetrability as 0.5
the bare barrier and interpolated to the region in which th
semiclassical tunneling calculations work. The energy regio
in which this problem arises is narrow as can be seen fro
Table III in which the bare and renormalized adiabatic ba
riers are given for partial wavesl 50, 8, and 16 for each of
the systems studied.
The way in which we have carried out this interpolation i
to fit the numerical penetrabilities obtained in our semicla
sical quantum tunneling model~SQT! to the Hill-Wheeler
formula, obtainingX(E)5(VB2E)/\V values which repro-
duce these penetrabilities. These empiricalX(E) values have
been fitted by a fourth-order polynomial vanishing a
TABLE II. Deformation parameters for the excited states con
sidered.
Nucleus Jp Eex ~MeV! bl
58Ni 21 1.454 0.216
32 4.475 0.186
64Ni 21 1.344 0.198
32 3.560 0.180
16O 21 6.920 0.352
32 6.130 0.712
208Pb 32 2.614 0.120
21 4.086 0.055
32S 21 2.230 0.312
24Mg 21 1.369 0.505
TABLE III. Values of the bare and adiabatic barriers forl 50,
8, and 16 for the three systems studied.
System l VB
0 ~MeV! VB
eff ~MeV! \V0 ~MeV!
32S124Mg 0 28.090 27.691 3.78
8 29.395 28.909 3.95
16 33.098 32.333 4.40
58Ni164Ni 0 100.109 97.780 3.97
8 100.554 98.183 3.96
16 101.795 99.304 4.00
16O1208Pb 0 77.231 75.897 6.50
8 77.940 76.578 6.49

















0 . It may be considered that the energy dependence
this effectiveX(E) takes into account the coupling effects. I
is plotted for the systems and partial waves of Table III i
Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3. A close analysis ofX(E) values
reveals that below the adiabatic barrier they have a quadra
dependence on energy. In order to match smoothly the p
etrabilities between the adiabatic and the bare barrier
needed to assume thatX(E) depends as a fourth-order poly
nomial on energy, reflecting a more involved nature of th
coupling in this energy region. It is seen in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, an
Fig. 3 that at energies far below thes-wave barrier,X(E)
depends quasilinearly on energy, indicating that the use o
-
FIG. 1. System 32S 1 24Mg. The numerical values of
X(E)5(VB2E)/\V are represented~stars! for the partial waves
l 50, l 58, andl 516. Polynomial fits of order 4 are performed to
deduce the penetrabilities between the renormalized and the b
barriers of each partial wave~the two stars at higher energy!.









53 1849DESCRIPTION OF SUB-BARRIER HEAVY ION FUSION INA . . .renormalized barrier independent of energy would be a u
ful approximation in this region. This is no longer val
when we approach the barrier.
We have calculated the fusion cross sections for all en
gies from below to above the fusion barrier, using the S
penetrabilities below the adiabatic barrier, the interpola
penetrabilities between the adiabatic and the bare barrier,
the Hill-Wheeler formula above the bare barrier. In Fig.
Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 the calculations performed with the to
force F(t) given in Eq. ~11! are compared to calculation
performed with the adiabatic potential of Eq.~13!, and with
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 for the system58Ni 1 64Ni.
FIG. 4. Fusion cross sections for the system32S 1 24Mg. The
cross sections in the semiclassical quantum tunneling model
dissipation~full line! and without dissipation~long dashed line! are
compared to those calculated with the codeCCFUS ~dashed dotted
line!, to the unidimensional barrier penetration model~dotted line!









the coupled channel codeCCFUS @14#. The CCFUSand SQT
calculations use the same input, with the same potentials a
form factors. The initial state used in SQT calculation
shown in the figures is, as inCCFUS, the initial ground state
corresponding to a vanishing parametera i . It can be ob-
served in the figures that the renormalization has an impo
tant effect on the enhancement of the fusion cross sectio
especially below thes-wave barrier energy. When the tota
force is considered the enhancement is less important, so
conclude that the action of the forceFD(t) in Eq. ~12! is to
decrease the sub-barrier fusion cross sections with respec
the renormalization alone, and therefore is of dissipativ
character.
FIG. 6. Fusion cross sections for the system58Ni 1 64Ni. The
theoretical curves are represented as in Fig. 4.
with
FIG. 5. Fusion cross sections for the system16O 1 208Pb. The




















1850 53NADIA YAHLALI, JOSÉ DIAZ, AND TAKLIT SAMIIt can be noted that the calculations done with the se
classical approximation for linearly coupled tunneling ag
quite well with the quantum mechanical calculations
CCFUS. At very low energies there are some discrepanc
due mainly to the use of the parabolic approximation
CCFUS. In further calculations we have set the parametera i
equal to its adiabatic value given by Eq.~7!, finding that the
fusion cross sections are not modified significatively w
respect to those calculated with the unpolarized initial st
The coupling effects before and after the tunneling proc
do not seem to have a significant influence on the fus
cross sections in this model. We have also found that the
of the uniform approximation for the penetrabilities to ta
into account the multiple reflections of the trajectory und
the barrier is a fair approximation at energies below
s-wave barrier for the systems studied. Nonuniform calcu
tions of the penetrabilities do not seem to be, at this stage
crucial need.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the approach of path integrals
heavy-ion sub-barrier fusion gives results comparable


















elastic excitations of the nucleus, the renormalization effe
is responsible for the enhancement of sub-barrier fusio
cross sections. The important contribution of the dissipativ
force implies that the tunneling process for the systems co
sidered is not adiabatic, although during the approach to t
barrier entrance the adiabatic approximation is adequate. T
coupling before tunneling which is accounted for by an ini
tial coherent state appears to have a negligible influence
the fusion cross sections. We have also found, when multip
reflections are considered, that the uniform approximatio
can be used for the tunneling penetrabilities in the dissipati
case with reasonable accuracy.
Our results allow us to conclude that the semiclassic
calculations of the path integral for dissipative tunneling ar
sufficiently accurate for treating sub-barrier fusion at ene
gies below the effective barrier. The importance of additiona
degrees of freedom as transfer or more complex ones as d
inelastic is evident in the case of Ni-Ni. These additiona
degrees of freedom in the path integral formalism will b
treated in later works.
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